Township 5 South, Range 10 West

1. Section corner 25-30 T. 5 S., R. 9 and 10 W. Found a part of a scribed stake at section corner 25-30 T. 5 S., R. 9 and 10 W. This stake is probably original. A blazed and slashed line runs north from the corner.

O. R. Miller  June 23, 1949
Ed. Erickson
O. B. Jackmon

2. 1/4 corner 36 and 31, T. 5 S., R. 9 and 10 W. Found a 5" squared post for 1/4 cor. 36/31 T. 5 S., R. 9 and 10 W. No bearing trees found. Believe this corner to have been set by Forest Service one or two years ago.

O. R. Miller  June 23, 1949
Ed. Erickson
O. B. Jackmon

3. Sec. cor. 36-31 T. 5 and 6 S., R. 9 and 10 W. Found a 2" stake at sec. cor. 36-31 T. 5 and 6 S., R. 9 and 10 W. Stake probably set by Forest Service. No P.T.

O. R. Miller  June 23, 1949
Ed. Erickson
O. B. Jackmon
Numbers in circle indicates classification of corners as of 7-12-48:

- Original corner - An existent corner, verified by evidence of bearing trees or testimony.
- Restored obliterated or reestablished lost corner by party other than LofCo.
- Restored obliterated corner by LofCo.
- Reestablished lost corner by LofCo.
- Established subdivision corner by LofCo.
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Township 5 South, Range 10 West

1. Section corner 25 50 T. 5 South Ranges 9 and 10 West.

25 50

Found a part of a scribed stake approx. 5' long at Sec. cor. 25 50.
This stake is probably original. A blazed and slashed line north from
corner.

O. R. Miller (June 25, 1949)
Ed. Erickson
O. B. Jamond
Section 36

Township 5 South, Range 10 West

1. Section corner 26 30 T. 5 South, Range 9 and 10 West. Found a 31
   part of a scribed stake at Section corner 25 30 T. 5 S., R'. 9 & 10 W.
   This stake is probably original. A blazed and slashed line runs north
   from corner.
   C. R. Miller
   Ed. Erickson
   O. B. Jacobson
   June 23, 1949

2. 1/4 corner 31 and 31, T. 5 South, R'. 9 and 10 West. Found a 5" 2
   squared post for 1/4 cor. 30/31 T. 5 S., R. 9 and 10 W. No bearing
   trees found. Believe this corner to have been set by Forest Service
   one or two years ago.
   C. R. Miller
   Ed. Erickson
   O. B. Jacobson
   June 23, 1949

3. Sec. cor. 31 31 T. 5 and 6 South, Ranges 9 and 10 West. Found a
   2nd stake at sec. cor. 31 31 T. 5 & 6 S., R. 9 and 10 W. Stake
   probably set by Forest Service. No B.T.
   C. R. Miller
   Ed. Erickson
   O. B. Jacobson
   June 23, 1949